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Carol DuBosch: I’m currently 
very interested in Ben Shahn’s 
unique style of lettering and 
was astonished to find that with 
this nib, I can make every single 
letter at a small size – directly 
– using pressure. This nib can 
make fine strokes and very wide 
shades; there is no other tool in 
my studio that can make Ben 
Shahn letters at this size without 
drawing them. I will recommend 

Mitchell #0268  
Music Writing Nib (3 tine)

NEW NIBS Samples of three new nibs were sent to calligraphers and pointed-pen people. Here are some 
of the comments from the testers. 

Relaxed Pressure

Small Ben Shahn letters  
by Carol DuBosch.Mitchell #0268 nib, shown much enlarged.

Mitchell #0268 nib, shown actual size.

Hink & Wells  
2067EF Nib. 

Carol DuBosch: Wow! This is an amazing pointed nib. It has a 
large ink capacity. It is strong, but flexible, with an incredibly 
smooth tip. I could write pointed pen scripts fairly large with it. 
Heather Held: I liked that it was stiffer than the Brause 66EF. It 
produced lovely hairlines and shaded strokes on Diploma Parch-
ment. It wasn’t scratchy; I enjoyed testing it. 
Suzanne Cunningham: I liked this nib a lot. It has a fairly medium 
flex and was very easy to control. It was a little more difficult to 
get a fine hairline than with the Perry & Co. Viaduct. I also tested 
Finetec Arabic Gold with this nib – it would not be my first choice 

for metallic ink. Gold hairlines show up so much better with a 
Gillott 404 than with the Hink & Wells and the Perry Viaduct 
nibs.
Eric Smith: Overall, a pretty good nib! Line work was not as pre-
cise as with the Perry & Co. Viaduct and was a bit thicker than a 
Micron .005 pen. The nib preps really fast and holds ink well, yet 
is a bit harder to clean with its closely curved shape. 
Katie Johnson: This nib created beautiful, controlled upstrokes and 
downstrokes, gliding across the paper with ease. It has the right 
amount of stiffness for my heavy hand

Nib shown 
actual size.

Perry & Co.  
Viaduct 120EF Nib.

Suzanne Cunningham: I really liked this nib. It was very easy to 
write with and made nice hairlines. The nib was great with Moon 
Palace Sumi, and it fit perfectly in my favorite holder, which is  
fitted/adjusted for a Hunt 101. The swells were plenty wide enough,  
but not as thick as with the Hunt 101. 
Katie Johnson: I love the responsiveness of this nib. Its beautiful 
sharp point, combined with its medium flex, allows for larger 

lettering and thin hairlines. Its stiffness limits the boldness of the 
downstrokes compared to the Hiro Crown, but this Perry & Co. 
nib produces finer hairlines. 
Eric Smith: It has an exceptionally fine tip that allows for precise 
line placement and exquisite hairlines. I see this nib in my daily 
use – I can get more precise lines than I can with a Pigma Micron 
.005 pen. Ink adheres very well, and the nib prepped really fast.
Heather Held: I did not like the nib. I found it scratchy to work 
with, but I have not really liked any nibs of this shape.
Carol DuBosch: Too scratchy and stiff for me.

Nib shown 
actual size.

this nib for my students when 
teaching this letterform. This is a 
unique nib that can really handle 
pressure. The nib could also work 
for very large pointed pen writing.
Heather Held: I enjoyed working 
with it, and it has a lot of poten-
tial. It is a little bit large for me, 
but it could be a lot of fun to work 
with. It has great flexibility.

Pointed pen script  
is by Suzanne  
Cunningham.
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